Making New Words

Draw a line to match a syllable on the left with a syllable on the right to make a new word. Write the new word on the lines. The first one is done for you.

can
pad
up
kit
un
pump
fan
cat
in
tab
car
ten	
tad
had
tar
ham
cap
teen

kin
nip
let
dock
sane
did
size
ten
age
lock
fare
made
or
mock
set
pole
get
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Making New Words

Draw a line to match a syllable on the left with a syllable on the right to make a new word. Write the new word on the lines. The first one is done for you.

- can
- pad
- up
- kit
- un
- pump
- fan
- cat
- in
- tab
- car
- ten
- tad
- had
- tar
- ham
- cap
- teen

- kin
- nip
- let
- dock
- sane
- did
- size
- ten
- age
- lock
- fare
- made
- or
- mock
- set
- pole
- get
- ion

- candid
- padlock
- upset
- kitten
- unmade
- pumpkin
- fanfare
- catnip
- insane
- tablet
- carton
- tenor
- tadpole
- haddock
- target
- warpath
- capsise
- teenage